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Humanomics Research Centre
q

Meta-research unit focused on studying the
interdisciplinary and societal impact of humanities
and social sciences (SSH).

q

Provide decision-makers and researchers with the
skills and knowledge needed to support and
develop impact indicators for SSH research.

q

15 researchers, grants: Velux Foundation, Danish
Council for Independent Research, European
Commission, Danish Ministry of Science etc.

Strategic data-driven intelligence

Science policy agenda 2018-2021
• Impact described by a variety of concepts such as co-production, cocreation, knowledge exchange, knowledge mobilization, Open Science
• A new research landscape is forming: new demands on excellent highimpact research (relevance, cost-effectiveness, value-for-money)
• Broader societal impact becomes obligatory component of research
evaluation (EU, SIAMPI, IMPACT-EVT, REF, NSF, SEP etc.)
• ‘Grand challenges’ H2020, ‘Societal Missions/Moonshots’ for FP9

3700 ways to generate impacts

Unique pathways in 6679 REF impact case studies

Grant et al. 2016

Impact assessment in the wild

Logical model for promoting research
• Impact planning with stakeholders
• Demonstrating and promoting the extent your engagement
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Amo, C. 2007. Conceptualizing research impact: the case of education research.
The Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation 22(1):75-98

Impact is a function of various small
steps and connected efforts

Mobilizing your research
PRODUCTS
• blog
• case study
• e-newsletter
• educational material
• fact sheet
• FAQ
• handbook
• journal article
• magazine article
• newspaper article
• press release
• report
• research summary
• success story
• toolkit
• video

EVENTS
• annual meeting
• awards ceremony
• conference
• debate
• forum
• interactive workshop
• lunch and learn
• media event (e.g. TV or
radio segment)
• panel
• presentation
• Symposium
• webinar

NETWORKS
• policy network
• community of practice
• discussion board
• listserv
• online forum
• social media
• media contacts
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Responsible Impact Assessment
Budtz Pedersen et al. (2018)

§ Greater alignment of impact indicators and values / university and
foundations (coupling of missions & indicators)
§ Greater acknowledgement of owners & users of data: participatory
design of indicators & frameworks + by-in from researchers (DIY).
§ Experiment with indicators in the wild – drawing on micro impacts and
dialogue with researchers & stakeholders in design.

Different roles, different contributions
• Realising the knowledge translation chain often extends well-beyond
the capacity and skills of any individual researcher or organisation.
• Important to acknowledge ”different roles, different contributions”
approach to research impact.
• Producers, translators, brokers, disseminators, supporters, users,
facilitators all make important contributions

Thank you for the attention
David Budtz Pedersen: davidp@hum.aau.dk
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